


Building Community

● 3 part handshake

● pass the energy

● merida mosquito



Story Nuggets

1. Plan, as a group, how you powerfully communicate 
your text—read it, talk about what it means.

2. Consider:

a. remixing the text - repeating, rearranging
b. choral readings - varying single, pair, whole group
c. minimal staging



The Big Ideas

multiliteracies translanguaging narrative 
plentitude

community self directed
learning



How We Learned to Fly
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Icons Culminating Exhibition



Sentence-Phrase-Word
a thinking routine

1. Identify a sentence from the text that was meaningful 
to you and helped you gain a better understanding of 
the text. 

2. Identify a phrase from the text that moved, engaged, 
provoked, or was in some way meaningful to you.  

3. Identify a word that captured your attention or struck 
you as powerful.



“The reading and writing of words comes by way of 
reading the world. The teaching of reading and writing 
of the word to a person missing the critical exercise of 
reading and rereading the world is, scientifically, 
politically, and pedagogically crippled.”

PAULO FREIRE
A PEDAGOGY OF HOPE



“Narrative scarcity means very few of the stories out 
there are about you, whoever you happen to be, 
whatever kind of minority you happen to be coming 
from. Narrative plenitude is when almost all the stories 
are about you. ”

VIET THANH NGUYEN



I Could Tell A Story 

● times in your life when you learned to fly

● people who helped you to fly - from the 
present, from childhood, from ancestors



Story Listening

● Tell your story in 5 minutes to your partner
● Listen as the most “attentive listener” in the 

world.
● Tell your partner’s story back to them in 30 

seconds
● Switch and repeat





Story Writing

● Write your story on a notecard 
● Begin with the line 

“I could tell you a story . . . “



Auguste Edouart
(1789–1861) was a French-born portrait artist who worked in England, 

Scotland and the United States in the 19th century.



Rene Magritte
(21 November 1898 – 15 August 1967) was a Belgian surrealist artist.



Kara Walker
(born November 26, 1969) is an American contemporary painter, 

silhouettist, print-maker, installation artist, filmmaker, and professor.



Margarita Fick
(20th Century) Mexican paper cut and folk artist, specialized in papel picado, a 

traditional art that involves cutting out intricate patterns on paper by hand.



Janelle Washington
Self-taught paper-cut artist from Virginia. Her artwork explores themes of 

history, identity, and beauty in African American culture. 



Habla Student Work



1. Create a visual representation of your 
story—think in terms of symbol or image.

2. Design Criteria
○ Use either black or brown as your base.
○ Use only cut out shapes.
○ Only scissors, paper, glue (no pens, 

pencils, or words)

p.s. Scraps are treasures.

Silhouette Icons



Storytelling

● Move around the group reading your 
stories and showing your silhouettes.

● Choose one to bring to performance.



Performing Stories

● Narrator reads the story
● Group silently or vocally helps bring story 

to life
● Minimal movement, props, chairs etc. - 

focus on amplifying the power of the 
narrator’s voice



The Cordel from Brazil





- 18th/19th Century Portugal, Spain, and Brazil

- literatura de cordel “cordel literature”





Inhumas, Brazil













 

















A Reason to Read: Linking 
Literacy and the Arts

by Eileen Landay 
and Kurt Wootton



hablateacherinstitute.org

The Summer We Learned to Fly
Habla Mérida, Mexico

July 18 - 22 2022

It Hips! It Hops! It Dips!
HTH and HABLA in San Diego

May 25 - 27, 2022



@hablamerida


